
CHAIRMAN’S REVIEW

The Board and management 
team remain committed to 
bring the Bank to the next 

growth stage, while ensuring 
it is future-fit to deliver 

outperformance for all our 
stakeholders.

MAURICE LAM
Chairman

CORPORATE PROFILE & OVERVIEW
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Dear—Valued—Shareholders,

Thank—you—for—trusting—us—with—your—
investments—in—the—capital—of—AfrAsia—Bank—
Limited.—This—is—the—Bank’s—first—Integrated—
Report—2018,—detailing—a—year—of—further—
consolidation—of—its—financial—soundness—and—
business—model—for—enhanced—value—creation—
for—all—our—stakeholders.—The—Bank—has—
produced—another—good—performance—while—
keeping—up—its—transformation—drive—to—a—more—
client-focused—organization.

MUR430.6m

AFRASIA—BANK—HAD—A—SUCCESSFUL—RIGHTS—ISSUE—OF

TO—STRENGTHEN—ITS—CAPITAL—BASE—
FOR—FUTURE—GROWTH

Economic Review

The financial year 2017-2018 has seen profound economic and 
geopolitical change worldwide, marked by the divergence of 
economic growth between the US and the rest of the world, the 
start of the withdrawal of liquidity by central banks starting with 
the US, challenges arising from the Brexit decision, China’s growing 
economic and political clout globally and the “America First” principle 
of the US administration. There is no doubt that a new business and 
international trade environment is emerging which would challenge 
existing trade patterns and relationship between countries. 

Mauritius managed to post a decent economic growth rate in spite 
of these significant global challenges with the Financial Services and 
the Tourism Sectors as the major contributors of economic growth. 
Both the private and public sectors are currently re-engineering the 
Mauritius International Financial Centre to be the preferred centre 
to service the Sub Sahara African continent and be the effective 
bridge linking Asia and Africa.
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CORPORATE PROFILE & OVERVIEW

Business Landscape 

Major global trends impacting the banking sector are the widespread adoption 
of digital technologies and platforms, the emergence of an increasing young and 
smart phone natives middle class consumer group in Africa and an increasing 
number of High Net Worth Individuals in Africa. The Bank embarked on the 
journey to be of relevance to these two emerging groups by migrating its offerings 
on mobile platforms and digitalising its processes to meet more efficiently and 
effectively our clients’ needs. 

The Group’s businesses have continued to grow, 
highlighting the diversity of our business offering, 
our operational architecture combining efficient 
processes and technology, as well as our ability to 
adapt to evolving market conditions. We are focused 
on generating synergies between our various 
business segments, as well as our investment arm, 
AfrAsia Capital Management Limited. The objective 
is to proactively nurture long-lasting relationships 
with our clients and be a one-stop-shop for all their 
requirements while enabling growth on both the 
commercial and affluent banking relationships, 
domestically and internationally. 

CHAIRMAN’S REVIEW (CONTINUED)

Performance, Capital Structure and Dividend 

Our financial year results demonstrate the positive momentum across all our 
business divisions. The Group reported a profit after tax of MUR 763m while 
recording a stellar performance in terms of top line with an income growth 
of 31% compared to prior year which has been driven by leveraging on our 
franchise value. The incremental income was, however, impacted by an increase 
in impairments and operating expenses. Elsewhere, our investment arm, AfrAsia 
Capital Management Limited, recorded a growth of 26% in revenue, showing 

its strategic abilities to provide outcomes that are 
relevant to clients across market cycles.

Return on average equity was 15% for 2017-2018. 
Dividends of MUR 1.50 per share were paid to its 
ordinary shareholders and in line with the Class A 
(Series 1 & 2) shares programme memorandum, the 
Bank paid MUR 140m of dividends to the holders of 
these shares. 

During the year, AfrAsia Bank had a successful 
rights issue of MUR 430.6m to strengthen its capital 
base for future growth and closed the year with 
a shareholders’ equity of MUR 6.9bn. The Bank’s 
capital adequacy ratio stood at a healthy 3% above 
regulatory limits as at 30 June 2018, while being 

considered as a Domestic Systemically Important Bank (D-SIB) by the central 
bank. 

THE—GROUP—REPORTED—
A—PROFIT—AFTER—TAX—
OF—MUR—763M—WHILE—

RECORDING—A—STELLAR—
PERFORMANCE—IN—TERMS—

OF—TOP—LINE
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Future Outlook 

The AfrAsia brand remains strong in its key markets, and we continue to leverage relationship-building 
and networking opportunities through strategic partnerships, roadshows, summits and our flagship 
event, AfrAsia Bank Mauritius Open. The Board and management team remain committed to bring 
the Bank to the next growth stage, while ensuring it is future-fit to deliver outperformance for our 
shareholders, clients, employees and the communities in which we operate. We are determined to 
drive better client outcomes through the execution of our consistent client-focused strategy, building 
on our capabilities as an agile bank through technology and innovation with the objective of creating 
sustainable long-term value for all our stakeholders. We have entered the financial year 2018-2019 
with a positive outlook.

Corporate Governance 

The AfrAsia Group is committed to uphold the highest level of corporate governance by having an 
effective board composed of the optimal mix of qualified and experienced independent and non-
independent members with each board member working in the best interests of the Bank and not 
of another group or entity. The Board ensures that there is management depth and quality through 
the recruitment of persons of sound character with a diverse set of experience and expertise to 
successfully implement the strategy that it has approved. 

I would like to thank Nicolas Weiss for his contribution during his tenure, and welcome Dipak 
Chummun and Lee Boon Huat, whose decades of experience will surely assist in steering our growth 
strategy. 

Finally, on behalf of the Board, I would like to thank our team members whose dedication and 
professionalism are the pillars of the Afrasia Brand and the financial results of the Group.

Lim Sit Chen LAM PAK NG
Chairman

Our key to 
success

CREATE 
Create synergies 

among our business 
segments through 

the diversity of our 
product offering and 
expand our footprint 
across geographies.

Transform the  
AfrAsia Group 

through a customer-
focused strategy 

through technology, 
disruptive 

innovation and 
sustainability.

Build networks 
and relationships 
through strategic 
partnerships, 
roadshows, 
summits and our 
flagship golf event, 
AfrAsia Bank 
Mauritius Open.

DELIVER
Deliver 
outperformance 
and build 
continuous 
engagement to 
create sustainable 
value to all our 
stakeholders 
– customers, 
shareholders, 
employees, 
communities, 
suppliers and 
partners.

TRANSFORM

BUILD 
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S MESSAGE (CONTINUED)

Dear—Valued—Partner

The—financial—year—ended—June—2018—has—been—marked—by—significant—
achievements.—We—moved—ahead—on—our—journey—to—be—a—reference—in—
customer—service—and—employer—of—choice—in—the—banking—industry.—
We—kept—pace—with—the—challenging—business—environment—as—well—
as—economic,—social,—regulatory—and—technological—changes.—I—am—
pleased—to—share—with—you—our—first—Integrated—Report.—This—provides—
a—clear—roadmap—of—the—Bank’s—activities—as—well—as—its—preparedness—
to—create—and—sustain—value—for—all—its—stakeholders.—It—looks—at—
the—interconnectedness—of—financial,—human,—intellectual,—natural,—
manufactured,—social—and—relationship—capital.—

MUR2.9bn

THE—BANK—RECORDED—A—31%—INCREASE——
YEAR-ON-YEAR—WITH—TOTAL—OPERATING—INCOME—AT—
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The Bank’s success for 
the year has been through 

disciplined execution of 
our strategy, led by our key 
differentiators: Customer-

Focus, Teamwork, Innovation 
and Sustainability.

SANJIV BHASIN 

Chief Executive Officer
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Delivering our Business Strategy

This past year, we have kept our focus on operating our businesses to its 
full potential, managing diligently our credit impairments and implementing 
International Financial Reporting Standard (IFRS) 9 Financial Instruments. 
However, with a challenging credit environment, we followed a conservative 
approach to onboarding risk throughout a volatile year. 

Our deposits grew by 22% to reach MUR 111bn 
as at year end, a result of our successful client 
strategy in Segment B business. It provided the 
necessary liquidity for expansion. It generated 
ancillary fees and forex income. On the lending 
side, a conservative and disciplined approach 
resulted in our loan book growing by 2% to 
reach MUR 28bn. Our aim is to achieve a stable 
and good growth through the gradual increase 
in volume and quality of our assets and diversify 
our sources of revenue on an ongoing basis to 
spread our risk amongst a variety of income 
streams. The eventual growth plan is to have 
more sources of revenue which are less capital 
intensive. 

In terms of top line, the Bank recorded a 31% 
increase year-on-year with Total Operating 
Income at MUR 2.9bn at the end of June 2018. This helped to absorb specific 
provisioning with capital provision levels reaching 64% coverage ratio before 
write offs of non-performing assets. We believe we have a stronger and 
more stable balance sheet with our repositioning and de-risking strategy 

successfully executed during the year. With Net Profit after Tax (NPAT) 
standing at MUR 766m, we believe the Bank’s success for the year has been 
through disciplined execution of our strategy, led by our key differentiators: 
Customer-Focus, Teamwork, Innovation and Sustainability. The higher level 
of provisioning to stabilise the asset quality explains a decline in NPAT from 
MUR 817m to MUR 766m. Cost containment remained in the forefront as 

Cost to Income Ratio was maintained at 32%. 

The introduction of new regulations such as 
Basel III and IFRS 9 Financial Instruments make it 
challenging to grow revenues but we seem to be 
well prepared and in position to compete. 

Re-structuring our businesses lines has given us 
the opportunity to deliver better collaboration and 
synergies to cross-sell with more innovative and 
differentiated value propositions. We continue to 
nurture a dedicated team who ensures proximity to 
our target markets and clients.

• Corporate Banking: Awarded as the `Best 
Corporate Bank 2018’ by Banker Africa for the 2nd 
consecutive year, we delivered an 11% growth in 
income compared to last year. 

• Consumer Banking: Our re-structured cluster 
regrouping Wealth Management, Private Banking, Personal Banking and 
Business Banking has enabled a successful cross-selling strategy of our 
products, particularly from AfrAsia Capital Management Limited, and 
enabled us to grow our Custody portfolio significantly from last year. 

CORPORATE PROFILE & OVERVIEW

WE—BELIEVE—WE—HAVE—A—
STRONGER—AND—MORE—

STABLE—BALANCE—SHEET—
WITH—OUR—REPOSITIONING—

AND—DE-RISKING—
STRATEGY—SUCCESSFULLY—

EXECUTED—DURING——
THE—YEAR.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S MESSAGE (CONTINUED)
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• International Banking: Total deposits from global business banking 
represent 14.4% of the total deposits of all Banks in Mauritius (Segment B 
only). 

• Treasury & Markets: Our strategy has delivered a robust performance. 
With a better liquidity management framework in place, coupled with 
steady increase in rates both locally and 
internationally, our Net Interest Income 
has been boosted by 57.8% during the 
year. This enabled our Total Operating 
income to exceed our target. 

• The brand has been growing locally 
and internationally through various 
efforts mainly with our flagship event 
AfrAsia Bank Mauritius Open which has 
a potential reach of over 400 million 
households worldwide and provides 
the Bank with visibility in the right 
target market. We have also engaged in 
providing relevant research on wealth 
markets in Africa and the region, which 
is aligned with our strategy to focus on 
this part of the world. We continued to 
build the capabilities of our South Africa 
Representative Office and collaborate 
more closely in East and West Africa to 
source deals. The mission is to capture 
trade and investment flows to and from these two areas, supplemented 
by investment flows to each of the regions from Asia and elsewhere. With 

the opportunities lying in front of us, and the availability of a talent pool 
and global network, we are fully committed to tap into emerging markets 
while showcasing Mauritius as an International Financial Centre of choice. 

Building on our Brand Pillars  - Customer Focus, Innovation, Teamwork and 
Sustainability 

Our major founding principles, executed to 
reshape our DNA and culture, have been critical 
to the growth of our business. Customer-Focus 
has been key, where we have continued to 
listen to our clients, and developed our products 
and capabilities to meet their requirements 
progressively and effectively. Our yearly survey 
revealed that the reorganisation of our operations 
and processes, complemented with increased staff 
training over the last financial year, have been 
bearing the expected fruits, especially from a B2B 
perspective, with a rising Customer Satisfaction 
Index (CSI) at 78 in 2018 compared to 69 in 2017.

To support this and enable us become a more 
digital, competitive and agile bank, we are 
leveraging Innovation, where we have introduced 
various digital initiatives including client 
onboarding mobile applications, migration to cloud 
and we continue to invest in mobile solutions, 
automation and artificial intelligence to drive 

efficiency, and better serve and protect our customers. 

CREATING—VALUE—FOR—
OUR—STAKEHOLDERS—AND—

ENGAGING—WITH—THEM—
EQUALLY—IMPLIES—THEY—ALSO—
NEED—TO—UNDERSTAND—OUR—

PHILOSOPHY,—OUR—LONG-
TERM—OBJECTIVES—AND—HOW—
OUR—CLOSE—COLLABORATION—

CAN—MAKE—AFRASIA—A—
SUSTAINABLE—BRAND.
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CORPORATE PROFILE & OVERVIEW

There is no doubt that our people remain our most important asset, and the 
environment, the organisational culture and their well-being matter. After 
reviewing our core values to `DARE’, we have, this year, invested more 
in employee development than ever before and training hours increased 
significantly. We have also redesigned 
our workplace with a more meaningful 
approach, to create a blue-sky thinking 
environment that further promotes a 
collaborative culture, creativity and thus 
Teamwork.  

Sustainable banking is a strategic priority 
for us. We intend to become a leader in 
this field, both in terms of our product 
offering and our contribution to building 
a sustainable economy. As part of our 
objective `Responsible Bank 2020’, we 
are integrating Sustainability principles 
that acknowledge our everyday business 
decisions and processes. To promote 
lifelong learning opportunities, we have 
launched during the year the AfrAsia 
School, managed by our Foundation, 
demonstrating our larger commitment 
to society. We plan to build this over the 
next decades to have a small but meaningful impact on our environment. 

We are hosting the very first AfrAsia Bank Sustainability Summit in 
October this year, grouping renowned speakers, to debate on Sustainable 
Development Goals related themes in their everyday business, and 
simultaneously sharing knowledge with all our stakeholders  - customers, 

shareholders, employees, suppliers and all other partners. Creating value 
for our stakeholders and engaging with them equally implies they also need 
to understand our philosophy, our long-term objectives and how our close 
collaboration can make AfrAsia a sustainable brand. This challenging and 

exciting mission also means we need 
to keep educating our employees while 
bringing this very deep thought to our 
everyday interaction.

Looking forward to successful years ahead 
of us 

We enter the financial year 2018-2019 
with a positive outlook and the drive to 
transform the organization and create a 
sustainable future for the AfrAsia brand. 

We are in a dynamic environment which is 
expected to witness changes following the 
evolution of regulations, technology and 
client expectations. To remain successful 
in this ever-evolving environment is a 
challenge. We must assess the host of 
disruptive technologies being rolled out 
and adopt quickly to sustain competitive 
advantage. People will have to be more 

adaptive to change and we need to promote that aspect of financial literacy 
to make them understand that technological disruption as a component 
of our business strategy is only here to make banking simple and more 
efficient. Alongside these developments, continuous investment in 
cybersecurity remains crucial to protect the Bank and its customers. 

WITH—OUR—CONTINUED—
IMPROVEMENTS—IN—OUR—

EXECUTION—CAPABILITIES,—THE—
OPPORTUNITIES—LYING—AHEAD—

OF—US—AS—WELL—AS—OUR—PROVEN—
ABILITY—TO—INNOVATE—AND—ENGAGE—

WITH—OUR—STAKEHOLDERS—WILL—
ENSURE—THAT—THE—AFRASIA—GROUP—

IS—WELL—POSITIONED—TO—GROW—
PROFITABLY—INTO—THE—FUTURE.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S MESSAGE (CONTINUED)
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As regards our strategic footprint, Africa remains the hinterland for Mauritius. 
There is much work to do to promote the country as a sophisticated financial 
centre, and we fully believe in the continent’s potential despite the socio-political 
instability in some areas. Targeting African High Net Worth Individuals to invest 
in or use Mauritius as an investment hub is an area of focus. We are looking at 
restructuring our SA office to tap into the market, and promote Mauritius as an 
investment platform. Our flagship golf tournament and biggest brand-building 
event, the AfrAsia Bank Mauritius Open, positions the island on the world map as a 
financial and lifestyle hub and is a unique opportunity to build relationships. 

Our people’s dedication to our clients, our vision and core values give me 
confidence in AfrAsia’s future. As I look forward, there is no doubt that with 
our continued improvements in our execution capabilities, the opportunities 
lying ahead of us as well as our proven ability to innovate and engage with 
our stakeholders will ensure that the AfrAsia Group is well positioned to grow 
profitably into the future. We wish to work towards building a position where 
our clients regard us as an institution which creates a future where financial 
services and products are delivered differently.

Appreciation 

I thank the Chairman, the Shareholders, the Board members and my fellow 
Management team for their support and guidance. To our clients from 140 
countries, thank you for choosing to bank different. I also extend a thank you note 
to all our stakeholders for accompanying us in our journey. Indeed, our success 
would not have been possible without the unflinching hard work and team spirit 
of our passionate AfrAsians, who continue to uphold the `Bank Different’ promise 
every day. 

SANJIV BHASIN

Chief Executive Officer
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INVEST  
in technology to be at the 
forefront of innovation and 
make banking simple.

DRIVE  
our customer-focused 
initiatives to provide a 

more diversified and 
seamless service.

BUILD  
on sustainability to 

transform the AfrAsia 
brand and give back to 

the community.

STRENGTHEN 
teamwork to reinforce our 
organisational culture and 
achieve our 2018- 2021 targets.

Our bank’s strategy encompasses 
the building blocks, Customer-Focus, 
Teamwork, Innovation & Sustainability to 
create value-added engagement with our 
stakeholders, while we keep on building 
bridges between Africa, Asia & the World.

Building on stakeholder engagement  
to enhance the AfrAsia brand
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Chairman’s Review

Dear Valued Shareholders,

I am pleased to present our Annual Report which marks the 10th 
Financial Year end reporting for AfrAsia Bank. Our “Bank Different” 
approach, combined with a clear vision, have enabled AfrAsia to carve 
a strong position in niche markets and build lasting relationships with 
customers, with focus on service efficiency and innovative solutions. We 
have seen the Bank growing from a start-up to a multiple award-winning 
Bank and we are now positioned to leverage arising opportunities.

Strategic and Economic Review

The Financial Year 2016-2017 was a challenging year, impacted by slower economic growth 
in Africa, significant political developments, namely the Brexit vote and one of the most hotly 
contested presidential elections in the United States and technology disruptions that are causing 
rapid changes in many industries. The global landscape affecting International Financial Centres 
is quickly evolving, with a stronger focus on transparency and a fair taxation system. Initiatives 
like the US FATCA have already been implemented worldwide, with Mauritius being among the 
early adopters. 

In spite of the changing global environment, the Bank has performed resolutely well with a 25.7% 
increase in the Group’s net profit and a return on average equity of 19%. This is a sure sign 
that the Bank has a resilient business model, which is anchored with clients in more than 130 
countries thus reflecting a good geographic diversification in our key markets.
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Africa remains the hinterland for Mauritius, and the island is 
well poised to be the financial gateway. The African continent 
remains a challenging environment for the banking business. 
Perceived country risks have increased in certain countries 
due to the weakness in oil prices and the worsening political 
situations. The Bank continues its strategy of providing 
financing and banking services to targeted economies of the 
African continent so as to constitute a diversified portfolio of 
countries. As part of its strategic priorities, AfrAsia also keeps 
on leveraging synergies between the Bank’s business verticals 
to tap into the growing trade, investment and capital flows 
between Africa and Asia.

Capital Structure

During the course of the year, Proparco, jointly held by 
Agence Française de Développement (AFD), left our panel 
of shareholders as their investment arrived at maturity. We 
thank them for having contributed to our growth story and 
understand that their departure is in line with their normal 
investment practice. On the other hand, National Bank of 
Canada (NBC) acquired an additional 2.8% shareholding 
in AfrAsia Bank, bringing its total equity stake to 20.2%. 

This additional investment further reinforces the long-term 
partnership intended to create value for both AfrAsia Bank and 
NBC, as we continue to pursue attractive growth opportunities.

Our capital adequacy ratio remains strong at 13.09% with a 
capital base of MUR 6bn. The Bank also had a successful rights 
issue of MUR 602.2m and no further Additional Tier 1 or Tier 2 
capital was raised during the year. 

Dividends

Dividends of MUR 1.00 per share were paid to our ordinary 
shareholders for the year, and in line with the Class A shares 
programme memorandum, the Bank paid MUR 142.5m in 
dividends during this Financial Year.

Corporate Governance

Committed to upholding the highest levels of corporate 
governance, the AfrAsia Group continues to follow and 
implement the governance framework together with the new 
Code of Corporate Governance from the local regulatory 
bodies. Our focus is to maintain good relationships with our 
various stakeholders through accountability and transparency.

WE CONTINUE TO LEVERAGE OUR 
SHAREHOLDERS’ EXPERTISE AND BUSINESS 
NETWORKS THAT CONTRIBUTE TO AFRASIA 

BANK’S STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT.
Maurice Lam - Chairman

Once again, the Bank was been an award-winner at the PwC 
Corporate Reporting Awards 2017, bagging three recognitions 
in the categories ‘Financial Institutions’, ‘Risk Management’ 
and ‘Online Reporting’, which reflects our commitment to 
financial Reporting, and communicating in a transparent 
manner with concise and clear information while keeping pace 
with best investor relations practices. 

We also have a strong, experienced and diverse Board with 
balanced expertise, and the Board exercises solid controls as 
well as strategic oversight on the Management team.  The 
Board composition now includes two new members, Luc 
Paiement as non-executive Director and Philippe Jewtoukoff as 
Independent non-executive Director who both bring more than 
30 years of overseas experience in the banking industry. We 
will continue to review the Board composition to ensure that 
we have the right mix of skills and appropriate diversity to keep 
pace with the strategic direction of AfrAsia Group and oversee 
its successful positioning in the region and internationally. 
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Positioned for Growth

We achieved several milestones throughout the year. Our 
balance sheet crossed the MUR 100bn mark with new capital 
raised and the Bank saw strong growth both on deposits 
and loans. Net Operating Income surpassed MUR1.6bn and 
Operating Profits crossed MUR 900m. We recorded 29.8% 
increase in total comprehensive income at Group level, with 
the contribution of our asset management arm, AfrAsia 
Capital Management (ACM). ACM, now headed by the newly 
recruited CEO Bilal Adam, has undergone an organisational 
restructuring alongside a team of newly hired professionals 
from reputable asset management houses, the goal being to 
enhance its portfolio management expertise and passport their 
investment solutions that suit different segment of clients 
across Africa and Asia.

We continue to leverage our shareholders’ expertise and 
business networks that contribute to AfrAsia Bank’s strategic 
development. Our anchor shareholder, IBL, the largest 
conglomerate in Mauritius, continues to help the bank in 
expanding its image and footprint across geographies while 
Intrasia Capital keeps on providing us with guidance and 
support in our expansion into Africa and South East Asia. 
Additionally, our partnership with National Bank of Canada 
has allowed us to explore new opportunities, mainly in the 
film financing industry. In this respect, we were delighted to 
announce our unique involvement in financing part of the first 
major Hollywood movie being shot in Mauritius, ‘Serenity’ 
under the Mauritian Film Rebate Scheme. This is a unique 
opportunity for AfrAsia Bank and reflects our ambition to “Bank 
Different”.

integrating the fundamentals of sustainability in everything 
we do.  This will require our team members to embrace a 
different mindset that will turn us into innovators. We are also 
carrying out changes in our banking platform, the back-end and 
front-end alike, with an increased use of cloud technology and 
processes.

I would like to extend a thank you note to the management 
team and all the passionate employees who continue to uphold 
the ‘Bank Different’ approach with an unmatched combination 
of vision, business acumen and hard work to build a franchise 
of value.

 

MAURICE LAM
Chairman

Chairman’s Review (cont’d)

Our brand remains strong both in local and international 
markets, and we look forward to building relationships and 
enhancing our business networks through our speaking events, 
roadshows and our flagship event, AfrAsia Bank Mauritius Open.

Looking Ahead

We, your representatives on the Board, remain committed 
to the creation of wealth for you, shareholders, as the only 
guiding principle in our decision-making. We continue to make 
good progress in our strategy and we enter the Financial Year 
2017-2018 with the restructuring of our business verticals to 
generate further synergies within the AfrAsia Group. Together 
with a strong capital base and a conservative balance sheet, 
we are looking into diversifying our asset exposure into new 
markets, mainly in South East Asia, the Middle East and West 
Africa. We are investing in technology to enhance the delivery 
of our services and position the Bank as a ‘Digital Bank’ with 
the aim of improving the customer experience journey while 

Corporate Profile 

WE ARE INVESTING IN TECHNOLOGY 
TO ENHANCE THE DELIVERY OF OUR 
SERVICES AND POSITION THE BANK 

AS A ‘DIGITAL BANK’.
Maurice Lam - Chairman
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Embrace an innovative
mindset and become 
the ‘Digital Bank’ that

empowers 
customers

Invest in the brand 
regionally and 

internationally to build 
relationships and extend 

business networks

Leverage the Bank’s 
business verticals and 
strategic partners to 

generate further synergies 
while targeting new markets in Africa

1 2

3

OUR STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
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